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TT Hotels Croatia company info
TT Hotels Croatia is a hotel group and part of the largest travel company in the world - TUI Group, which has
in its portfolio over 1600 travel agencies and portals, five airlines with over 150 aircrafts and over 400 hotels.
TT Hotels Croatia (formerly Karisma Hotels Adriatic) was founded in 2013 in Zagreb. In its portfolio, it
manages top accommodation facilities in attractive locations on the Makarska Riviera and Dubrovnik's
Elafites. Hotels with a total capacity of 750 rooms, one camp and over 500 employees form the backbone of its
successful business and a healthy foundation for further development.
By following global and local trends, we strive to improve our business every day, and the result of our work
and confirmation of high quality are our results, expansion of the market, and partner network and
constant growth. We are equally focused on providing the highest level of service to our guests as well as on
providing top working conditions to our employees.
Motivated and satisfied employees, inspired and loyal guests and sustainable business are TT Hotels Croatia
Group core values, and as such the main determinant of both day to day business operations and long-term
strategy.
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The Adriatic, separating Europe’s largest mountain ranges and

towns that holdexamples of Greek, Roman, Venetian, and Slavic

holding over 1,300 islands, is a true sensory explosion, and TT

architecture. The coast miraculously escaped the concrete era of new

Hotels contemporary hotels are right in the center of it all,

times and left the nature to take lead. Sun seekers and inquisitive

stretched

along the Makarska Riviera, fairylike Riviera of

minds alike will be in awe of Dubrovnik, the pearl of the Adriatic. This

Dubrovnik of Croatia. These extraordinary places offer superior

gem offers history and charming activities in abundance, and quainter

holiday experiences for couples, catering to any romantic vision

towns and villages of the Dubrovnik Riviera pose similar aura of

imaginable. TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach, TUI BLUE Makarska and TUI

enigmatic medieval rampart that is easily upstaged by the tempting

BLUE Kalamota Island offer adults a unique twist on holidays. Come

Adriatic, the hues of the sunset, the sheltered gardens, the

and You will create unforgettable memories.

underwater mysteries and the buoyant bays. The beaches in Croatia

Makarska Riviera is full of secluded coves, hidden beaches,

are a part of the maritime domain, thus even though our hotels are

delicate flowers and endless fields of fresh organic yield. It is here

dedicated to adults, children are allowed on all the beaches in Croatia.

you can walk alongside rugged rocks and relish the sun reflecting

Karisma Adriatic is dedicated to the environment and maritime

in the azure Adriatic or find sanctuary in the pine forest the

protection and thus selects destinations abundant in natural beauty

second you need a bit of shade. The shores of Dalmatia are

and the large number of attractive destinations demand that public

amongst Europe’s most dramatic shorelines, boasting some of the

services take an integral approach to beach management.

highest mountain peaks on the Mediterranean, and it is these
towering mountains that hide the impressive archaeological sites
of Roman mysteries and preserved

Croatia will enchant you with crystal clear water, scenic coastline and
joie de vivre!
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Why
Travelife?

Travelife for Hotels and Accommodations is a certification scheme that helps hotels and accommodations manage and monitor
their social and environmental impacts and communicate their achievements to customers.

Once subscribed, properties receive a full, third party, environmental and social audit, and if they fulfil the requirements of the
sustainability system criteria, they may achieve the Travelife Gold certification. This certification can then be highlighted in their

brochures, on their websites or other guest communications, as well as displaying their Travelife certification plaque in a public area
of their property.

Travelife at the same time assists in communication of achievements within particular resort and sphere to the customers in the aim
of reaching a better tomorrow for the generations to come.

It is for the life for all of us.
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Sustainability department of TT Hotels Croatia
The goal of a sustainability department is to make the company

more sustainable - that is, to help the company ensure its longterm future by protecting communities, restoring and conserving
ecosystems, and creating competitive profit.
Members of TTHC Sustainability Department are:
Ivan Maleš, General Manager, TUI BLUE Makarska

Robert Betić, General Manager, TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach Resort
Mirjana Sočan, Corporate Human Resoruces Manager
Suzana Bučević, Board Member
Pavo Herco, Corporate Chief Technical Officer
Izabela Haring, Corporate Quality Manager

Together with all HODs, sustainability team makes sure all there is a
sustainability plan that sets satisfactory targets and standards that
are being implemented in day-to-day operations.
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Objectives &
Commitments

• Our objective therefore is not an objective, or goal as such – rather a
dedication to integrating sustainable practices into our daily operations
among collaborators, guests, shareholders and suppliers.
• This in turn contributes to lowering the properties’ environmental impact
while continuing to offer the best quality of service and maintaining the
worldwide recognition for creative approach to hospitality and product
innovation with care.
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Objectives &
Commitments

It is exactly the nature and community that gave us the backdrop to do what
we know best, provide a perfect holiday experience. It is the nature and the
community that provided us with our base that we need to take care of and
give back to.
We are committed to our environment with reduction of energy, waste, and
water use, as well as increasing support to the people, community and local
businesses. We are committed to our guests by providing them with a
caring surroundings and a greener tomorrow.
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PASSION FOR
SUSTAINABILITY
PROGRAM
TT Hotels actively promotes conscious
tourism at all its destinations. To do so, TT
Hotels
has
created
an
integral
program called Passion for Sustainability,
which is applied from the corporate offices
and all the way down to each department
at the group’s hotels.
This program oversees that TT Hotel’s
operations are in line
with Global
Sustainable Tourism Criteria, local and
national regulations and the certification
agencies with whom it currently works.
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SUSTAINABILITY POLICY
Environmental protection is a global problem and therefore requires

Hotel

environmental protection

global solutions. It is not possible to protect the environment in a way that

work

together. We strive to promote environmental awareness among

impedes

our employees through information and training.

sustainable

economic development but needs to focus on how to achieve

is

only

possible if all

employees

development. Therefore, in order to support sustainable

Recycling is one part of the vision that seeks to create an opportunity for

development, we strive to introduce socially responsible behavior towards both

each employee, as well as the customer, to collect separately all types of

the community and the ecological balance, with the aim of providing quality to

useful

our guests.

cardboard, glass and degradable waste is being implemented as a sustainable

The relationship between economic systems and those of an ecological character

system for separate collection of usable waste at our hotel. When ordering

must be in balance. One of the significant contributions to

sustainable

products, we also choose products in larger packages, thereby reducing the

development is the integration of the environmental management system in

amount of waste that is produced during use. Among other things, it seeks to

accordance with the requirements of ISO 14001 into the management system.

reduce the consumption of CO2 and resources such as electricity, water and

waste at the point of origin. To this end, sorting waste such as

heating with the ultimate goal of a more rational use of resources, where,
ultimately, our priority is renewables over limited sources.
•

Such a system first requires:

• conservation of natural resources

• introduction and application of new technologies
• abandoning activities that could jeopardize the implementation
of sustainable development

Also, the replacement of ordinary bulbs with LED bulbs is one of the
things that we are introducing somewhat into the sustainable development
system,

precisely because of the longer life span and lower power

consumption.

Investing in new technologies takes into account the quality and health of
the product as well as the reduction of negative environmental impacts.
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SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Since 2012, TT Hotles have developed a sustainable management
system, which groups different aspects of different issues such as
wasted

management,

water,

energy,

flora,

fauna,

guest’s

information, etc.
This system provides guidelines to implement measurements and
actions that will be an integral part of the Passion for Sustainability
Program, which will help achieve the goals of certifications. All TT
Hotel’s properties implement the different

components of the

Passion for Sustainability Program, by integrating a Green Team

with the colleagues and with the guide of one member of the
Corporate Sustainability Team.
The different components of the Passion for Sustainability Program
focus on achieving the highest
operations.

possible efficiency on hotel
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SUSTAINABILITY
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy conservation programs in all hotels.
Protection and promotion of flora and fauna projects in Makarska and Dubrovnik.
(Swallow Nest Project, Botanical Garden, Crickets, Angry Orange Promotion, etc.)
Promotion of local business/entrepreneurs and farmers/local products.
Earth Day Everyday Program in cooperation with local Fire Department and municipal office of Kolocep.
Promotion and preservation of local cultural heritage through cooperation agreement with
Diocese of Dubrovnik – The Parish of the Assumption.
Kolocep local community interaction days
Beach algae cleaning drive with local divers on Island of Kolocep
Igrane – Makarska Water polo operational/financial support
Recycling drives in Zagreb HQ Office
Digital administration promotion and programs
Participated in charity drives of supporting less fortunate
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HOTEL GUESTS STATISTICS
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TUI BLUE Makarska
TUI BLUE Makarska is a gorgeous, intimate hotel catering to adults who
wish to unwind in a dazzling, natural setting. The carefully remodeled hotel
was specially designed in order to ensure a peaceful vibe. Enthusiastic and

attentive staff, hushed colors, tasteful décor and fragrant pine forests will
instantly help you find your happy place in Igrane. Our single aim is to make
your vacation in TUI BLUE Makarska an exceptional experience. We
guarantee you will feel right at home no matter if you choose a striking sea

view room or a sensuous swim up suite. Take a dip to cool down in one of
the outdoor pools just to warm up for the exquisite food served in our
contemporary restaurants fit for connoisseurs. Also, there is a FKK beach
located just 5 minutes walking distance from hotel.
Rekindle your romance with couples’ activities such as hiking, scuba diving,
share an ice-cream or just hold hands at our open-air cinema. Or simply
stay in and search for stars while sipping on the best local wine. Visit

pristine Croatia and let serenity become your second nature.
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CUSTOMER RELATIONS
Relaying that we care might have been an issue, but each guest when
approached properly will understand that protecting the nests in the

long run is more important than leaving their towel to dry on the
terrace. Also we gave them an option to enjoy the amazing sunset on
our Bar and Restaurant terraces which they welcomed, encompassed
with music and a perfect cocktail.
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WORKING WITH AND SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITY
Once upon a time there was a picturesque village
of Igrane, right there where the rock kisses the sea
and
the wave cuddless with a shore, where the
campanile bell announces a next dawn…
Igrane is a village in Croatia which has about 420 inhabitans
where tourism and agriculture are the main sources of
income for the inhabitants.
Let us take you for a walk through Igrane, where you have
opportunity to get to know our lovely village and see it as
our hotel guests see it.
Our
a
are
not

dear representatives and entertainers organize
walking tour in which all parts of our comunity
included, our guests, our employees and last, but
least our locals.

Let's starts with our first station…
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WORKING WITH AND SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITY
3. Oil society

Let's starts with our first station…

1. Church of
the
Immaculate
Conception,
XVIII c.

This
little
church was
built by family Ivanišević-Šimić by their palace and was
discovered by bishop of Dubrovnik, on the feast of Our
Lady of the Rosary, 4th of October 1998.

2.
Baroque
palace of the
ŠimićIvanišević
family, 1760
Nea r
the
ha rbor,
in
1760
the
Ba roque summer residence Ši mi ć-Iva niševi ć was built.
The sarcopha gi found in the cemetery tes tify to the
existence of the settlement in Roman times , and the
na me Igrane was first mentioned in 1466.

It operates since 1996, producing high quality olive oil,
after which the reagion Dalmatia is famous. Igrane,
which used to be traditional centar of olive oil
production, still hasn't left their olive trees untreated.
Therefore, this facility has been refurbished with the
joint power of inhabitants.

4., 5. „Zalina
kula“, 1668
This Tower is
unique
because
a
fortification
object like this
is not to be
found in other
places in the
whole area, and wide. The purpose of this monument
was to defend Igrane from the Turkish attacks.

7. Chapel of the Holy Trinity, 1909

While Jure was fishing for fish in New Orleans (USA), a
huge orchid appeared. He vowed and promised to build
a chapel. He did not return to his place of birth but his
chapel testifies to his vow.

6. Roman bridge of Igrane
Roman bridges, built by ancient Romans, were the first
large and lasting bridges built. Roman bridges were built
with stone and had the arch as the basic structure.
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WORKING WITH AND SUPPORTING LOCAL COMMUNITY
As well as we introduce our guests with historical and
cultural resources of our village of Igrane, we introduce
them with locals and their everyday life. There is a newly
renovated promenade passing in front of the hotel, as
well as stairs renovated by the hotel that are used by
local people in order to facilitate their way to the beach.
In that promenade they have chance to see locals doing
what they have been doing throug history…producing
olive oil and fishing, but also see the modern side of this
historical village with restaurants that serve traditional
Dalmatian specialties. Besides chatting with owners of
bars and restaurants around the hotel, they have
opportunity to taste some of the specialties.

Taking this walk with us, you had opportunity to get to
know our story of Igrane, story in which culture, history
and our comunity live and work happily together…
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TUI BLUE Kalamota
Island Resort
At TUI BLUE Kalamota Island Resort guests are courted with
nature, assisted by surroundings that provide a full experience
of a well-deserved holiday. The property and professional staff
are intertwined to stimulate all senses, pastimes and leisure
pursuits. The resort is located on a beach that extends to the
little village and port, offering seclusion and ample space for
the guests that wish to retain their peace. TUI BLUE Kalamota
Island Resort is perfect for adults who choose to be pampered
in nature. Active relaxation in intimate surroundings is what
awaits the guests.
Only 30 minutes by boat from Dubrovnik, Kolocep Island is a
top kayaking, snorkeling and diving spot due to its numerous
caves and untouched water life, all within your grasp, cleverly
secluded and preserved for centuries to the elation of our
guests. Kolocep, or rather Kalamota Island is a small 1 square
mile traffic-free island with only 160 friendly inhabitants.
Surrounded by crystal clear waters and dense scenery of pines,
groves with meandering paths together with the friendly fauna
symphony concur the setting for its ancient Greek name kalos
niktos – beautiful nights.
19
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Summary
The location of the resort is on a traffic-free island of Kalamota, which although as a location without cars provided a perfect spot of our first
resort – also came with the difficulty of arranging the waste removal and overall set-up of waste management standards and
procedures.
Given that in Croatia all beach land is a zone that belongs to the state, we had to find a way to communicate with guests that children on the
therefore public beach is something we have no control of.

Support of the local community was an absolute pleasure on Kolocep, as the authentic produce was something the management, our F&B sector
and guests truly welcomed. It was also a pleasure to organize with the diving community the cleaning of the beach as the divers welcomed going
into water to help us get rid of sea-weed and have an amazing access to the water for not only guests, but fishermen and local community as well.
Finally our botanical garden is a gem on it’s own, standing on the land that carries the shadows of buildings centuries old – and protected by the
state.
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SUPPORTING THE LOCAL BUSINESS
One of our colleagues in the resort is a lady who makes the most amazing
‘angry orange’ jam. She has a special stall in the resort where she sells gifts
made from locally grown products such as olive oil, lavender and olive soap,
dry lavender and jams.
Other happy family members are crickets that live in the botanical garden
amongst the array of flora we have kept intact – if you can find your way
around

the property which has trees that have not been touched for

decades, even if they do decrease the number of sea-view rooms, if is our
commitment to the nature that some things are just more important than

the sea-view and a higher category for sale purposes.
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A constant reminder what is most important and
should be cherished is engraved in our everyday life.
This means that local firefighters are our family, as is
the Parish with whom we have signed a contract for
the promotion of the local heritage.
And this includes making sure that the little ones have
a playground to play at, which was donated to the local
community by the adults’ resort. Every swing, energy
saving switch, cricket and lavender bush is important,
and Travelife certification process and standard
reminds us and promotes that.
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• Celebrating cultural and culinary heritage & involving guests
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CELEBRATING CULTURAL AND CULINARY HERITAGE
The Parish Collection hotel supports and takes care of has organised tours for guests to visit an experience history of local community.
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TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach
TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach is a place where understated elegance combines
with luxurious amenities and services. Newly remodeled contemporary
rooms offer stunning sea views of the crystal clear Adriatic.

Our restaurants, bars and café corners are envisioned to cater to your
every taste, and offer variety during your stay with us. Lulled by the pine
scents and sea breeze your culinary experience is further enriched by the

calming surroundings that hide excitement when you least expect it. For
the adventurers and history aficionados, there are daily excursions that
will bring you back to Roman times, and beyond, whilst our La Vita Spa
and Gym will cater to all your relaxing desires.
Lavish yet warmly residential, The TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach is quite simply
one of the finest ways to experience the remarkable region of Makarska.

Come and you fall in love again.
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Summary
Given Croatia is in the EU and certain standards already exist, there were no major issues with implementation of standards other than

communication with the local authorities and administration, as well as translation of all documentation.
The implementation helped in ways that certain standards had to be relayed to all involved in an innovative way, and therefore minimize

customer service issues.
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RECOGNITION PROGRAMMES AND STAFF ACTIVITIES 2021 - 2022
Employees not only want good pay and benefits; they also want to be treated fairly, to
make a substantial contribution to the organization through their work, and to be
valued and appreciated for their efforts. To show appreciation, many employers
implement ongoing recognition programs designed to thank employees for a variety
of achievements.

Employee of the month
TBAB

TBKI Team on DuMotion race 5k

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Employee of the month: FOH and BOH
Best seasonal employee
Staff receptions
Staff parties
Sports games
Excursions
Team building events
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RECOGNITION PROGRAMMES AND STAFF ACTIVITIES

Karaoke Night
30

RECOGNITION PROGRAMMES AND STAFF ACTIVITIES

Staff Party TBKI

Employee of the month TBKI

Movie Night TBKI

31

Team Building and Team photo day
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Looking after employees and protecting human rights

In TT Hotels, respect for human rights is as important as
the
prohibition of forced labor, discrimination,
physical punishment, coercion and corruption. TT Hotels
explicitly
encourages employee education. Salaries,
overtime and social benefits are in compliance with
minimum legal or collective standards to ensure that the
basic needs and personal income of employees are met.
We ensure occupational health and safety within national
legal frameworks and support the continued improvement
of
working conditions. As a company, we support
the protection of biodiversity and the creation of a
sustainable, viable future. It is binding on us to act in
accordance with these guidelines. In addition, we can offer
a collective agreement that actually integrates working
conditions and the protection of human rights.
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Looking after employees and protecting human rights
STAFF CANTEEN

TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach Resort

TUI BLUE Kalamota Island Resort
TUI BLUE Makarska
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TT Hotels are united with its’ local
community trying to support
improvement of any aspect of its life by
promoting and purchasing domestic
products, hiring employees, donating
to non-profitable organizations and
events.
Major contribution comes from city tax
from each guest-night in our hotels
making all of these improvements
possible.

TOTAL WASTE QUANTITIES PER PROPERTY

Energy – monitoring performanse
TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF TT HOTELS
Energy consumption trend in 2018. switched to saving.
For significantly better achievement investment in
advanced energy saving cooling / heating equipment is
needed, especially at TUI BLUE Kalamota Island. Until
then focus must be on training personnel in energy
saving practices.

ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach 2016-2022
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ELECTRICITY CONSUMPTION TBM 2016-2022
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WATER CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS

THE WATER CONSUMPTION
TREND DETERIORATED IN 2018
MAINLY FROM THE REASON OF
CONSUMPTION AT TUI BLUE
KALAMOTA ISLAND(28.4%
INCREASE vs 2017.) WHERE WE
EXPEREINCED MAJOR LEAKAGE
IN POOL INSTALLATIONS WHICH
COULDN’T BE RESOLVED
DURING SEASON AND WE HAD
TO SUFFER MAJOR LOSSES OF
WATER. THERE WERE ANOTHER
MAJOR ISSUE WITH LEAKAGE AT
TUI BLUE KALAMOTA AND IT
WAS BREAKAGE OF THE MAIN
SUPPLY PIPE WHICH HAPPENED
DURING WINTER BREAK.

WATER CUNSUMPITONS IN TT HOTELS - TBAB
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WATER CUNSUMPTIONS IN TT HOTELS - TBM
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TT HOTELS – WATER AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION TRENDS

Total Energy
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TARGETS – energy & water

Structure/source of electrical energy used in TUI BLUE Kalamota Island
Resort (fossil VS renewable)
739.917 kWh

25.897 kn

Structure/source of electrical energy used in TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach
and TUI BLUE Makarska (fossil VS renewable)
3.034.798 kWh

106.218 kn

TARGETS FOR HOTELS
1.
2.
3.
4.

To become guests No. 1 choice
Continue to be innovative
Provide TOP services
To become fully a part of TUI Hotels

VS

SUSTAINABILITY TARGETS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase of the recycled solid and liquid waste.
Increase in the production of solar energy and supply
Reduce water, electricity, gas and oil consumption
Raise staff and guest awareness on social and environmental
issues.
5. Continue to implement and reinforce the hotel’s mission which is;
to offer high quality leisure services in a friendly and relaxing
environment as well as a confortable stay to the hotel’s guest.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION TARGETS
TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach Resort
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION TARGETS
TUI BLUE Makarska
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION TARGETS
TUI BLUE Kalamota Island Resort
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WATER CONSUMPTION TARGETS
TUI BLUE Adriatic Beach Resort
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WATER CONSUMPTION TARGETS
TUI BLUE Makarska
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WATER CONSUMPTION TARGETS
TUI BLUE Kalamota Island Resort
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THANK YOU!
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